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1.0 Introduction
This lab is part of a project that focuses on creating a control system to position a ball on
a beam by controlling the beam incline. The beam consists of two parallel rods that form a
potentiometer with the ball to determine the ball's position. The beam is controlled by a DC
motor through a gear system and a lever arm (see Figure 1 below).

FIGURE 1: The plant: a “ball and beam” apparatus. [1]
Essentially the ball will be controlled by voltage of the motor that is converted into an angle by
the control system that is created in LabView and GWiz plug in. The mathematical theory can be
observed in the diagram below (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2: The plant: a “ball and beam” apparatus. [1]
This lab focuses on designing the inner loop controller and verifying the parameters of the plant
model (see Figure 3). In particular, the emulation design process is used to design a discrete-time
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controller for driving the position of the motor gear angle. To verify the plant model, an
experiment is performed to ensure that the model for the ball on the beam is accurately represented by
the plant model parameters shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3: Inner/outer loop control configuration for the linearized plant.[1]

2.0 Inner Loop Controller Design
The emulation design approach involves first designing a continuous time controller for
our system using the continuous time plant model already developed for the motor. To do this, a
lead compensator is designed for the system that meets the following specifications outlined in
the lab manual:
● The step response steady-state tracking error is zero
● The step response 2% settling time is no more than 0.50 seconds
● The step response overshoot is no more than 5%
● The motor voltage does not saturate.
The design of the lead compensator was done using Simulink. A model of the inner loop system
with a lead compensator was created, as shown in Figure 4, and values were selected for a and b
until the response of the system fell within the required specifications.

FIGURE 4: Simulink model used to develop lead compensator
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The final values of the controller gain, a and b that gave the desired response are -8, 20 and 25,
respectively. Figure 5 and 6 below shows the step response of the motor gear angle and the
motor voltage control signal for a 0.7 radian control input. As can be seen, all specifications
outlined earlier are met.

FIGURE 5: Step response of the gear angle using the designed lead compensator

FIGURE 6: Motor voltage applied during the step response simulation

3.0 Controller Discretization
The lead compensator controller is then discretized using the emulation approach. To do
this, MATLAB was used, the code for which is included in the Appendix. To arrive at a
sampling period, the bandwidth of the above controller was determined using the bandwidth
function in MATLAB. This bandwidth was then multiplied by 25 and then inverted to obtain the
desired sampling period of 0.02726 seconds. The final discrete-time controller outputted by the
MATLAB code is as follows:
+ 4.34
C d = −7.593z
z − 0.4917
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The coefficients [a, b, c, d] to full 15-digit precision are included in the Formula Node
Code in the Appendix.
This discrete time controller was also implemented in Simulink, as shown in Figure 7 below.

FIGURE 7: Simulink model including the discrete-time controller
The step response of this system was also obtained, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. It is evident that
the performance of the discrete time controller is very close to that of the continuous time
controller on which it is based. Thus meeting all the design requirements.

FIGURE 8: Step response of the discrete-time controller
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FIGURE 9: Motor voltage applied by the discrete-time controller

4.0 Discrete Controller Implementation
The step input response of the implemented discretized controller is shown in Figure 10.
The controller implementation guide included in the Appendix of the lab manual was used to
develop the controller. The code for the controller implementation is included in the Appendix of
this report. Comparing to the experimental in Figure 5 the response is almost identical, thus
meeting all the required specifications and is allowed to be used with the ball and beam
modelling system described in the following section.

FIGURE 10: Test of a step input through the discretized controller
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5.0 Ball and Beam Modelling
Attaching beam arm to the motor plant influences the inner-loop behaviour as it changes
its characteristics and thus should be remodelled. However, due to high gearing ratio the model
does not change significantly hence the model remains the same. The stiction offset value
remained at 0.480 V for clockwise rotation but changed to -0.820 V for counter-clockwise
rotation. Figure 11 demonstrates the inner loop response to a square wave which still meets the
desired requirements in both directions. The only difference is that the motor voltage saturates in
the counterclockwise direction, because the stiction offset is much higher than before. The
saturation is very brief and small in magnitude, and it does not impact the step response
significantly.

FIGURE 11: Multi-step response of the inner-loop controller with modified stiction values

6.0 Ball Position Scaling
The ball position scaling was determined by taking the potentiometer voltage readings at
the ball's max and min positions on the beam, these are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1: Ball position values and respective potentiometer readings
Ball Position [cm]

Potentiometer Voltage [V]

41.7

7.25

0

3.266

The scaling is then determined by a simple linear interpolation between the two points, done
using excel. Figure 12 below shows the excel plot and the linear equation obtained using the data
from Table 1. The final relationship is:
ball_pos = 10.467 * pot_voltage - 34.185

FIGURE 12: Motor voltage applied by the discrete-time controller

7.0 Outer Loop Block Diagram
Figure 13 below shows a fully detailed block diagram of the outer loop of the controller,
including the inner loop diagram developed in Lab 1.
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FIGURE 13: Block diagram of outer loop, including inner loop

8.0 Plant Model Parameter Verification
The motor angle transformation to the lever angle is modeled by the following equation:
ϕ(s)
Θ(s)

= K 2 , where K 2 = 0.062

This coefficient is determined through the geometry of the system, which is fixed, and thus does
not require verification. The ball position in meters is determined from the lever angle by the
following relationship:
Y (s)
ϕ(s)

=

K3
,
s2

where K 3 = 4.78 [m/ss ]

This relationship is dependant on many physical characteristics that determine how the ball rolls
across the beam. There is potential for significant variation in these characteristics, so
verification of this coefficient is required.
To verify K3, an experiment is performed with the apparatus where the beam angle is held at a
fixed position of 0.562 radians and the ball is allowed to roll from one end of the beam to the
other. Figure 14 below shows the results of this experiment, with the ball position shown in
green vs time.
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FIGURE 14: Ball position vs. time at a fixed angle of 0.562 rad
To verify this, the inner loop controller and open loop plant configuration is recreated in
simulation using the given K2 and K3 values. The simulink model is shown below in Figure 15.

FIGURE 15: Simulink model of inner loop controller with open loop plant
The output of this simulation, using the same input angle of 0.562 radians as the experiment, is
shown below in Figure 16. The simulation result is scaled to convert the meters output of the
plant to centimeters. Additionally, an offset is added that is equal to the length of the beam
(41.7cm) and a negative one multiplier is applied to replicate the fact that the ball rolls on the
beam from its maximum y position to zero.
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FIGURE 16: Simulated ball position at a fixed angle of 0.562 rad
Comparing the experimental results and the simulation results, it is clear that they match very
closely. Both curves are the exact same shape and take the same amount of total time (2.35
seconds) to travel across the 41.7 cm of the beam length. This suggest that the K3 value given is
accurate and does not require any modification in order to model our plant.

9.0 Conclusion
The inner loop continuous time controller is developed according to time domain
specifications listed:
● The step response steady-state tracking error is zero
● The step response 2% settling time is no more than 0.50 seconds
● The step response overshoot is no more than 5%
● The motor voltage does not saturate.
The controller is then discretized, verified that the performance did not change significantly, and
successfully implemented to control the angle of the lever arm. Furthermore, the stiction offset
values are adjusted to account for the lever arm, the beam and the ball entering the system. Next,
the scaling slope for the ball position is determined to be ball_pos = 10.467 *
pot_voltage - 34.185. Lastly, the parameter K3 of the plant model is verified by
comparing values of ball position obtained through experimentation and simulation.
The final system controller values are summarized in Table 2. The only values that were adjusted
are the stiction friction to account for the beam, lever and ball attached to the motor.

TABLE 2: Controller Values
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Parameters

Old Values

New Values

K1

-1.23

-1.23

𝛕

0.026 s

0.026 s

CWstiction_friction

0.480 V

0.480 V

CCWstiction_friction

- 0.480 V

-0.820 V

K2

n/a

0.062

K3

n/a

4.78 m/s2
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Appendix
Formula Node Code:
/* ======== USER INTERFACE TEMPLATE ============= */
/* Insert below the code for your scaling, saturation block, and
controllers.*/
/* Variables may be declared on the box border, as shown for the input
"Tms" and the output "BallPosn". Variables can also be declared inline as was
done for "Temp1". */
float Temp1;
float eGearAng;
//controller constants
float a = -7.593357131010837;
float b = 4.340214179097535;
float c = 1;
float d = -0.491696413763546;
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/* Shift registers permit previous values of variables to be saved.
The output variable "e" is wired to a shift register input on the For Loop
border.
The inputs "e1" and "e2"are wired to the corresponding shift register outputs.
"e1" holds the value of "e" from the previous iteration and "e2" holds the
value of "e1" from the previous iteration. */
/* Place your sensor SCALING here */
/* NO scaling is provided for the demo */
BallPosn = 10.467*posV - 34.185; /* V to V */
ServoAng = (-1.2202*angV) + 8.0914; /* V to rad */
/* SCALING end */
if (Loop < 3) /* all shift registers cleared after 3rd iteration; this
statement initializes the shift registers */
{u = e = ThRef = posV= angV =ServoAng= BallPosn= 0;}
else
{
if (Manual)
/*manual motor voltage control*/
{
u = MotV;}
else
/*control algorithm*/
{
/* CAUTION: DO NOT load the output of a nonlinear block (e.g., saturator,
offset) into a SHIFT REGISTER,
to avoid introducing a nonlinearity into your controller loop. Create
separate variables to hold nonlinear values.*/
/* Place your outer loop BALL POSITION CONTROLLER below */
BallPosn = 0; // REMOVE this line when the ball is being used on the beam
/* Place your gear angle SATURATOR below */
if(ref < -0.7) {
ref = -0.7;
}
else if (ref > 0.7) {
ref = 0.7;
}
/* Place your inner loop GEAR ANGLE CONTROLLER below */
//float Kp = -25;
// u = (ref - ServoAng)* Kp;
e = ref - ServoAng;
u = -(d/c)*u1 + (a/c)*e + (b/c)*e1;
}
}
/* ThRef, ThRef1, e, e1 are present, but not used in this demo.
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However, they will be necessary (at a minimum) when the controllers will be
implemented. */

Controller Discretization Matlab Code:
Kp = -8;
a = 20;
b = 25;
K_1 = -1.23;
tau = 0.026;
s
C
P
G

=
=
=
=

tf('s');
Kp*((s+a)/(s+b));
K_1 / (s*(tau*s + 1));
P*C / (1 + P*C);

bw = bandwidth(G);
bw = (bw / (2*pi));
sample_freq = 25*bw;
sample_period = 1/sample_freq;
C_d = c2d (C, sample_period, 'tustin');
[num, den] = tfdata(C_d,'v');

cRIO-9076_RT.vi block diagram:
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